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SUPREMO
Supreme in function and form, this 

collection of aluminium chairs are well 

appointed for all modes of office 

space. Light weight, the design 

breaks away from traditional chair 

concept of rigid and solid shell back. 

This chair come with 2 models, a sleek low slung back 

version and the other has sturdy support that reaches the 

back of the head. At the same time, its suspended seat 

back provides better support and flexibility. An aluminium 

chair base come with either 5-star nylon castors or 4-star 

glides provide easy mobility in work spaces. 

Supremo features a comfortable sitting with its unique  

tilt mechanism (M4) allows your feet to remain relatively 

flat on the floor while enjoying a relaxed position. It also 

incorporated with instant lift seat height adjustment, tilt 

lock and tilt tension control to accommodate different 

body size and user preferences.

Supremo come with a range of 

upholstery and material options 

allow you to customize the chair and 

blend it into any working space, 

from executive room to meeting 

room and reception area. 



SUPREMO RIB
Supremo upholstered in full leather, PU leather 

or half Italian leather with clean and trim lines, 

make it appropriate in all kind of places, from 

classic to elegant office. A single continuous 

piece of seat-back upholstery tautly stretched 

across and around from end to end of the 

aluminium frame, created for comfy alignment 

of the back.  



SUPREMO PAD
Supremo soft pad leather chair provides an optional choice of 

design. Its luxurious leather is fashioned into individual soft pads, 

plush to the feel that you may not want to leave your seat.  



A durable yet elastic nylon mesh upholstery 

creates Supremo Mesh in one-piece seat 

and back. The breathable, woven, and 

translucent mesh offers contouring comfort 

and good ventilation.   

SUPREMO MESH



SUPREMO RIB

SUPREMO PAD

SUPREMO MESH

PU 011 PU 01 PU 02 PU 03 PU 04 PU 05 PU 06 PU 07 PU 08 PU 09 Black White

PU LEATHER 

FINISH OPTIONS
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